Prostate Health In 90 Days Without Drugs Or Surgery
I have his book somewhere in storage. One of our church Elders (Seventh Day Adventist) read this book on my recommendation, my brother originally became aware of it following a high PSA test (turned out to be a false positive). The church Elder had stage 4 prostate cancer and chose the RX of Dr. Clapp. now 10 years latter at age 75 he has normal PSA levels as long as he follows the strict diet plan but for him it was mostly chocolate (sugar I believe). I have done the lemon juice/red pepper/maple syrup fast with great results eliminating toxins.

This book had much information that your typical MD or even oncologist is not trained in or acknowledges. It covers all aspects of the disease.

great book and great service, thanks great doing business with you.

Lot’s of information... I refer back often.

I’m still reading it. Very Helpful
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